Dear Chairs and Members of the Subcommittee on Human Rights and of the Delegation
for relations with Palestine at the European Parliament,
We address this letter to you in the occasion of your auditing on the situation in Gaza
and in the hope that the support of us professionals in the field of health may forward
the determination of your work for health and justice for the people of Gaza.
The signatories of this opinion are part of the group that wrote the Open letter for Gaza
on Lancet, in July 2014 in the wake of the massive military assault on Gaza. Since its
publication, each of the first 4 authors has been subjected to malicious attacks and libel
by the NGO Monitor and other agents of the Israeli political establishment. We are here
signing after consultation with a number other colleagues who, in view of the
preoccupation that their work in support of the health in Gaza may be jeopardized if
they sign, prefer us to express a shared opinion.
We are again appealed by the brutality of the military response to pacific
demonstrations taking place in Gaza. But beside the documented shooting of peoples in
their back, press and medical professionals, adolescents, children and women (84), all
unarmed and often far away from the fence that closes Gaza, we can judge also the
impact that this military performance and choice to use military grade ammunitions has
and we understand this last as a next ad hoc crisis in a strategy of intentionally produced
debacle of the health system in Gaza.
The first care of more than 4500 wounded is beyond the means when hospitals have
closed and surgeries were suspended since January due to lack of supplies and gasoline
to run the machinery. Israel government knows this fairly well. Antibiotics, anesthetics,
painkillers, orthopedic tools, even bandages, suturing stickers and disposable of all kind
were already lacking in Gaza for long time before the March of return. Israeli
government knows it very well. The choice of the presently used live ammunitions has
the consequence that at least 10-15 % of the wounds cause destruction of bone and soft
tissues; the trauma surgeons among us estimated teach patient will require months of
care or years, multiple surgical interventions almost impossible to handle in Gaza at this
time, or unavailable high qualified specialist expertize. Israeli government knows that
very well. Refusal to transfer outside Gaza for many of the most serious emergency cases
reduces the chances to save life or limb from amputation.. Israeli government is aware of
the effects. And continual lack of diagnostic, medicines and supplies for all other patients
continue to cause suffering and deaths meanwhile. Should Israeli government claim
ignorance, is not credible, thus it is time to be made accountable, stop to kill unarmed
protesting people and justify to world its the choice of ammunitions.
Today, in re-counting the costs of the prolonged military blockade of Gaza on the care
and health of her people, we are even more convinced that our premonitions of disaster
to follow, expressed in the letter published in Lancet, which were based on what we
knew well before the attacks in 2014 about the health resources, already depleted by
the prolonged military blockade of Gaza. Also many other professionals know and can
evaluate the situation. Since then it has been a continuing worsening of the health and
humanitarian situation.

Entry of doctors and scientists with the needed technical expertise at the request of Gaza
institutions to treat patients and teach medical and health staff have been often
obstructed. Essential medical stocks and equipment be they new or replacements are
also blockaded. Gaza professionals find it almost impossible to travel abroad to further
their training; patients die while waiting for permission to go for treatment abroad. All
elective surgeries (about 600 of them) were cancelled in the last 4 months and three
hospitals were closed due to medicine, equipment and fuel shortage
Along the last 10 years the health system, regardless of the endless emergency-line
offered by many NGO, UN bodies, international health organizations, governments, and
professionals has been downgraded in all its components to a point of breaking. We
understand that what has happened to the health system in Gaza did not happen
without a design, and we hate to think what is the aim that this design wants to achieve
by inflicting to 2 million people lack of access to health.
One should ask what is a life for a civilized people without access to health provision in
order to understand the design and its aims.
Since the responsibility as occupier and the role of the keeper of the key of Gaza gates,
also in terms of regulating the access of donated goods, medicines, volunteer
professional work, is of Israel, we can only understand that the chocking of Gaza health
and the ferocity with which now it is imposed an other unsustainable crisis is an
intentional act within a strategy. We leave to the experts to name this strategy in the
proper framework of international laws.
We fear to be now witnessing the last acts of this ploy. The military attacks of civilians,
causing the maximum damage possible by the use of war ammunitions add a next acute
crisis to the incremental historic decline, and suggest that patient "Gaza health
resources" may be considered terminal or even technically dead. Yet, the patient is made
of over 2 million people.
We ask that Europe and the world act immediately to interrupt this design, with urgency
and far beyond the emergency response, act to redress the course before reaches the
irreversible outcome to strangle the people of Gaza.
The medical establishment has kept silent on these issues. As professionals in that field,
we add now our voices to what is the current consensus from many of the major NGOs
that have constantly supported health needs and rights of the people in Gaza, and
including all UN bodies involved there, and finally, the WHO.
If global health includes health for everybody, it must include unveiling and intervention
when strategic “de-development” managed by the creation of crisis after crisis is
imposed on a population. Involved professionals should be allowed to fearlessly
describe, investigate this man-made situation, and finally, aim to help meet the needs of
the people, and bring justice through health, rather than accepting chocking of a people
by mean of systematic deprivation of it.
In this place, we ask you to convey to the European Parliament the need to take in
serious consideration Europe responsibilities as "second best" ally of Israel and

deliberate actions to stop the blockade and take away the full control of life and death
for Gaza people from the hands of Israel, rather that paying the bill for the emergencies
created ad hoc.
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